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Abstract
In this paper we introduce the notion of a bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system. Given
an arbitrary colouring of the points of a Steiner triple system, the bicolour graph is the graph
obtained on the point set of the system by placing an edge between two points if they have
the same colour and appear in a triple with a point of a di4erent colour. The case where the
graph is Kv was partially solved by Colbourn et al. (Electron. J. Combin. 6(1) (1999) 16) and
the case where the graph is an independent set was solved by Milici et al. (Discrete Math.
240(1–3) (2001) 145–160). We show that every near 1-factor may occur as the bicolour graph
of a Steiner triple system with four exceptions. In addition we consider the cases of a 2-factor
and a near 2-factor and the complement of a 2-factor.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A Steiner triple system on v points, denoted STS(v), is a pair (V;B) where V is
set, |V |= v; B⊂ (V3 ) and every element of (V2 ) is a subset of exactly one member of
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B. It is well known that an STS(v) exists if and only if v≡ 1; 3 (mod 6). A colouring
of (V;B) with n colours, or an n-colouring, is an onto function c :V →{1; 2; : : : ; n}.
There is a wealth of literature relating to colourings of Steiner triple systems without
monochromatic triples, known as weak colourings. Also widely studied are strong
colourings, where the three points of every triple in the STS have di4erent colours. The
reader is referred chapters 18 and 19 of [5] for a review of these results. More recently
in [3,8,9] the so-called bicolourings have been considered. In a bicolouring each triple
in the STS has two points of one colour and one of another. Such a triple is called
bichromatic, a triple all of whose points have the same colour is called monochromatic
and a triple whose points all have di4erent colours is called polychromatic.
Generally, given an arbitrary colouring of an STS(v) we may de1ne (M;B; P) to
be the number of monochromatic, bichromatic and polychromatic triples, respectively.
We may ask questions about the possible values of (M;B; P). M =0 corresponds to
the case of a weak colouring, M =B=0 corresponds to the case of a strong colouring
and M =P=0 corresponds to the case of a bicolouring.
In this paper we introduce the idea of a bicolour graph which 1xes both the number
and the form of the bichromatic triples. We investigate some of the possible bicolour
graphs. For notation and terminology relating to graphs we refer the reader to [13].
Denition 1. The bicolour graph of an STS(v); (V;B), coloured with an n-colouring
c, is a graph (V; E) where xy∈E⇔ given z ∈V such that {x; y; z}∈B we have
c(x)= c(y) 	= c(z).
We note that if G=(V; E) is the bicolour graph of some STS(v) then |V |= v≡ 1; 3
(mod 6). While we give this de1nition for triple systems of index one, there is an
obvious generalisation to multigraphs and triple systems of arbitrary index.
Denition 2. The bicolour spectrum of G=(V; E); (G), is the set of all n for which
G is the bicolour graph of an n-colouring of some STS(v). bi (G) is the minimum
such n.
The bicolour graph can have at most 13 (
v
2 ) edges and further, is a subgraph of⋃
16i6n Kc−1(i); i=1; 2; : : : ; n. The case where |E|= 13( v2 ) is the existence problem for
bicolourable STSs mentioned above and is only partially solved [3].
When G is the union of complete graphs we require a colouring without monochro-
matic triples with given colour classes, which is the standard notion of weak colouring
mentioned above.
In the rest of this section we give some general results regarding bicolour graphs,
and introduce some basic tools. We then consider the case where G is the empty
graph. In Section 3 we investigate the bicolour spectrum for a near 1-factor. We
completely determine this spectrum in Theorem 26. In Section 4 we investigate the
case of a 2-factor, and in Section 5 the case of a near 2-factor. In Section 6 we turn
our attention to familiar families of bicolour graphs. Finally, in Section 7 we provide
some concluding remarks. We begin by noting a number of general results regarding
bicolour graphs.
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Lemma 3. If G=(V; E) is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system (V;B), then
HG is decomposable into triangles and paths of length two. Further, no two paths of
length two have the same end points.
Proof. An edge xy∈ HG must be in a triple {x; y; z}∈B with
(1) c(x)= c(y)= c(z)⇒ a triangle of HG;
(2) c(x)= c(y) 	= c(z)⇒ the unique two path of the decomposition containing xz; zy
in HG;
(3) c(x); c(y); c(z) distinct ⇒ a triangle of HG.
Given a graph G=(V; E) which is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system
(V;B), we will denote by Vk ⊆V the set of all points in V with colour k, i.e.
x∈Vk⇔ c(x)= k. We will denote the induced edge set by Ek , i.e. xy∈Ek⇔ xy∈E
and x; y∈Vk .
Lemma 4. Given a graph G=(V; E) which is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple
system (V;B), if x; y∈Vk , and xy =∈E then there is a z ∈Vk such that {x; y; z}∈B.
Proof. Let x; y∈Vk , with xy =∈E, thus c(x)= c(y)= k. There is some z ∈V such that
{x; y; z}∈B, but c(z) 	= k⇔ xy∈E(G).
We will require the notion of a partial triple system (PTS).
Denition 5. A PTS(v; E) a triple (V;B; E), with V a v-set, E is a collection of pairs
of points xy∈V and B is a set of triples such that for each pair of points x; y∈V , if
xy =∈E then the pair appears in exactly one triple and if xy∈E then the pair appears
in no triple.
We refer the reader to Chapter 9 of [5] for further de1nitions, existence results and
references regarding PTSs. It is clear that in order for a PTS(v; E) to exist we must
have that v(v−1)=2−|E| ≡ 0 (mod 3) and every vertex in Kv\E must have even degree.
Theorem 6. Given a graph G=(V; E); ‘∈(G) only if both of the following hold:
(1) G is decomposable into ‘ disjoint components G1; : : : ; G‘.
(2) There exists a PTS(|Vi|; Ei) for each i; 0¡i6‘.
Proof. If G=(V; E) is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system (V;B), then by
de1nition any edge xy∈E must have c(x)= c(y) and so there are no edges between
colour classes. Take Gi =(Vi; Ei) to get the decomposition. Lemma 4 gives the second
result.
The polychromatic triples will form a partial 3-GDD. We 1rst give the de1nition of
a GDD.
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Denition 7. A group divisible design 3-GDD is a triple (V;G;B), where V is a 1-
nite set, G is a partition of V , the elements of G are called groups. B is a collec-
tion of triples such that for any pair of points x; y∈V , either x and y appear in the
same group, or there is exactly one triple in B∈B containing both x and y, but not
both.
If a 3-GDD has group sizes g1; : : : ; gk each appearing n1; : : : ; nk times, respectively,
then we say the 3-GDD has type gn11 ; : : : ; g
nk
k .
We will also use the notion of a transversal design TD(3; n) which is a 3-GDD
of type n3. We refer the reader to [2] for further de1nitions, existence results and
references regarding group divisible designs. We now introduce a partial 3-GDD.
Denition 8. A partial group divisible design 3-PGDD(E) is a quadruple (V;G;B; E),
where G is a partition of V , elements of G are called groups. E is a collection of pairs
of points of x; y∈V with x and y in di4erent groups. B is a collection of triples such
that for any pair of points x; y∈V exactly one of the following hold:
(1) x and y are in the same group,
(2) xy∈E,
(3) there is exactly one triple in B∈B containing both x and y.
Suppose we have a colouring of an STS(v); (V;B), with bicolour graph G=(V; E).
For each colour k the monochromatic triples in Vk will form a PTS(|Vk |; Ek) and the
polychromatic triples will form a 3-PGDD(H), where H consists of edges xz and yz
with xy∈E and {x; y; z}∈B.
Conversely, given a graph G=(V; E) we can use partial group divisible designs to
show that G is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system. We suppose that the
conditions of Theorem 6 are satis1ed and that we have a PGDD(H) with groups the
components Gi and for each Gi there is a PTS(|Vi|; Ei). If we can decompose E ∪H
into triples {x; y; z} so that xy∈E and xz; yz ∈H then we will have created an STS(v)
which has a colouring with bicolour graph G.
2. The spectrum of independent sets
The idea above is well illustrated by the case when G=(V; ∅). In this case each Ei is
empty so the PTS(|Vi|; Ei) is an STS(|Vi|). Similarly, H is empty and the 3-PGDD(H)
is just a 3-GDD.
Lemma 9. If G=(V; ∅) is a graph with |V |= v≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) then ‘∈(G) if and
only if there exists a 3-GDD of type gnii with
(1) gi≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) for each i.
(2) ‘=
∑
i ni.
(3) v=
∑
i gini.
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Proof. We 1ll the groups of the 3-GDD with Steiner triple systems and colour each
group a di4erent colour.
In [10] it is shown that the necessary group divisible designs exist, thus we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 10. If G=(V; ∅) with |V |= v≡ 1; 3 (mod 6) and 3¡‘6v; ‘ odd then
‘∈(G). Further, if and only if v≡ 3; 9 (mod 18) then 3¡‘ can be replaced by
36‘ in the preceding.
3. The spectrum of near 1-factors
We now consider the case of a near 1-factor, which we denote by F =(V; E),
set v= |V |. We will denote the independent point in F by∞, and the colour class
containing ∞ by V∞. We denote the other colour classes by Vi and set vi = |Vi| for
each i.
Theorem 11. bi(F)= 2
Proof. Let (V;B) be an STS(v). Colour one point (∞)0 and all the others 1.
Theorem 12. If ‘∈(F) then ‘6(v+ 1)=2.
Proof. ∞ gets one colour, the remaining colour classes must be of size at least 2 by
Theorem 6.
Lemma 13. If a near 1-factor, F , is the bicolour graph of a Steiner triple system
then V∞= {∞}.
Proof. Suppose that |V∞|¿1. By Theorem 6, F restricted to V∞ is a partial 1-factor
(V∞; E∞), thus |V∞| is odd. Also by Theorem 6 we can 1nd a PTS(|V∞|; E∞). Consider
a point x∈V∞, x 	=∞. There is exactly one edge in E∞ incident on x and so the degree
of x in the PTS is |V∞| − 2, which is odd. However for a decomposition into triples
each point must have even degree.
We will henceforth assume that ∞ is coloured with colour ‘.
Lemma 14. If ‘∈(F) then for each i; 0¡i¡‘; |Vi| ≡ 0; 2 (mod 6).
Proof. Let Vi be a colour class with ∞ =∈Vi, set vi = |Vi|. By Theorem 6, G restricted
to Vi is a 1-factor (Vi; Ei). Further, we can 1nd a PTS(vi; Ei). Such a design must
decompose vi(vi − 2) edges into triples, which is possible only if vi≡ 0; 2 (mod 6).
We note that the requisite PTS(vi; Ei), with (Vi; Ei) a 1-factor, can always be obtained
by deleting a point from an STS(vi + 1).
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Corollary 15. (v− 1)=2 =∈(F).
Proof. By Theorem 6 we must have (v− 1)=2 components of F , but this can only be
done by taking ∞ together with (v − 5)=2 components of size 2 and one of size 4,
which contradicts Lemma 14.
Theorem 16. ‘∈(F) if and only if there exists a 3-GDD of type gnii with
(1)
∑
i ni = ‘ − 1;
(2) gi≡ 0; 2 (mod 6) for all i;
(3)
∑
i nigi = v− 1.
Proof. First suppose that such a 3-GDD exists and F =(V; E) is a near 1-factor. The
groups of the GDD will be the 1rst ‘− 1 colour classes. We 1ll in the groups of the
GDD with the PTS(vi; Ei) discussed above. Add the point ∞, giving it the colour ‘,
and for each edge xy∈E add the block {x; y;∞}. The result is an ‘ coloured STS(v)
which has F as its bicolour graph.
Suppose now that we have an ‘ colouring of an STS(v); (V;B), with bicolour graph
F =(V; E) a near 1-factor. We consider the polychromatic triples as the blocks of a
3-PGDD(H) of type 11gnii , with the colour classes as its groups, thus gi≡ 0; 2 (mod 6)
for all i by Theorem 14. Either all triples containing ∞ are of the form {x; y;∞}
with xy∈E and we are in the case described, or there is some point x∈Gi which
appears in a block {x; y; z}∈B, with xy∈E and z 	=∞. Let H (x) be the degree of
x in H , we claim that H (x) is odd. We have that xz ∈H , every other triple from
the STS(v) containing x which contains edges from H must be of the form {x; y′; z′}
with y′z′ ∈E, then xy′; xz′ ∈H and H (x) increases by two. Let (x) be the degree
of x in the 3-PGDD(H). We have (x)=
∑
j =i gj − H (x)≡ 1 (mod 2), since each
gj ≡ 0; 2 (mod 6) and H (x) is odd. But we now require a decomposition into triples
of a graph containing a vertex of odd degree.
Corollary 17. 3 =∈(F).
Proof. If 3∈(F), then by Theorem 16 we would require a 3-GDD with only 2
groups, which is impossible.
Corollary 18. 4∈(F) if and only if v≡ 1 (mod 6).
Proof. By Theorem 16 a 4 colouring would give rise to a 3-GDD with three groups.
It is easy to show that the only 3-GDDs with three groups are of type g3, which is
possible if and only if v− 1 is divisible by 3 [2].
Lemma 19. (v+ 1)=2∈(F).
Proof. Each colour class other than V∞ is an edge in the 1-factor F\∞.
The 3-GDD from Theorem 16 is then of type 2(v−1)=2, these are known to exist for
(v− 1)=2≡ 0; 1 (mod 3) (see [2, p. 189]).
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We will make use of the following result due to Colbourn et al. [6].
Lemma 20 (Colbourn et al., see also Colbourn and Dinitz [2, p. 189]). There exists
a 3-GDD of type gt u1 with t¿3 and g; u≡ 0 (mod 2) if and only if
(1) u6g(t − 1);
(2) gt( 12g(t − 1) + u)≡ 0 (mod 3).
We note that the second condition is automatically satis1ed when g≡ 0 (mod 6).
Lemma 21. If 56‘¡(v+ 11)=6 then ‘∈(F).
Proof. Let t= ‘ − 2, we wish to show that a 3-GDD of type gtu1 exists for some
g and u equivalent to 0; 2 (mod 6) with v= gt + u + 1. Consider v (mod 6t) and write
v=6kt + r + 1; 06r66t − 4, r≡ 0; 2 (mod 6). Note that the condition ‘¡(v+ 11)=6
implies that v¿6t + 1, so k¿0; k¿1 when r=0 and by hypothesis t¿3.
We 1rst consider the case when r 	=0. In this case we set g=6k and u= r.
6k(t− 1)¿6t− 4 for k¿1; t¿3 and the conditions of Lemma 20 are satis1ed. When
k =1, 6(t − 1)¿r provided r 	=6t − 4. In the case k =1; r=6t − 4, we set g=8;
u=4t − 4, now 8(t − 1)¿4t − 4 for t¿3 and u≡ 0; 2 (mod 6) when t≡ 0; 1 (mod 3).
For these values the second condition of Lemma 20 is satis1ed.
In the case where t≡ 5 (mod 6); v=12t − 3 we take a 3-GDD of type 18(2t−1)=3 21
from Lemma 20, placing a TD(3; 6) on (t +1)=6 groups of size 18 gives a 3-GDD of
type 18(t−1)=2 21 6(t+1)=2. In the case where t≡ 2 (mod 6); v=12t−3 we take a 3-GDD
of type 18(2t−4)=3 201 from Lemma 20, placing a TD(3; 6) on (t + 4)=6 groups of size
18 gives a 3-GDD of type 18(t−4)=2 201 6(t+4)=2. By Lemma 20 the 1rst GDD will exist
for t¿3 and the second for t¿6.
Now suppose r=0, we set g=6(k−1) and u=6t. Now 6(k−1)(t−1)¿6t for k¿2
and the conditions of Lemma 20 are satis1ed. In the case where k =2, so v=12t+1,
we set g=8 and u=4t and we have 8(t − 1)¿4t for t¿3; u≡ 0; 2 (mod 6) when
t≡ 0; 2 (mod 3). For these values the second condition of Lemma 20 is satis1ed.
In the case where t≡ 4 (mod 6); v=12t+1, we take a 3-GDD of type 182=3(t−1)121
from Lemma 20, placing a TD(3; 6) on (t + 2)=6 groups of size 18 gives a 3-GDD
of type 18(t−2)=2 201 6(t+2)=2. In the case where t≡ 1 (mod 6); v=12t + 1 we take a
3-GDD of type 18(2t−5)=3 301 from Lemma 20, placing a TD(3; 6) on (t +5)=3 groups
of size 18 gives a 3-GDD of type 18(t−5)=2 301 6(t+5)=2. By Lemma 20 the 1rst 3-GDD
will exist for t¿3 and the second for t¿6. For the case t=4 a 3-GDD of type 123 62
is given in [1].
Lemma 22. If v¿19; v≡ 1 (mod 6) then ‘∈(F) for all ‘≡ (v + 1)=2 (mod 2) with
(v+ 5)=66‘6(v+ 1)=2.
Proof. Write v=6t + 1; t¿3. There exists a 3-GDD of type 6t for every t¿3 by
Lemma 20. Placing a TD(3; 2) on s groups of size 6 gives a 3-GDD of type 6t−s 23s,
use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16 to obtain t + 2s+ 1∈(F) for all 06s6t, the result
follows by noting that (v+ 1)=2=3t + 1 and t + 1= (v+ 5)=6.
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Lemma 23. If v¿31; v≡ 1 (mod 6) then ‘∈(F) for all ‘≡ (v − 1)=2 (mod 2) with
(v− 1)=66‘6(v− 5)=2.
Proof. Write v=6t + 1; t¿5. There exists a 3-GDD of type 6t−2 121 for every t¿5
by Lemma 20. Placing a TD(3; 2) on s groups of size 6 gives a 3-GDD of type
6t−s−2 121 23s, use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16 to obtain t+2s∈(F) for all 06s6t−2,
the result for (v− 1)=66‘6(v− 9)=2=3t − 2 follows.
For the case ‘=(v − 5)=2, use a 3-GDD of type 2(v−9)=2 81 in Theorem 16, which
exists by Lemma 20.
Lemma 24. If v¿21; v≡ 3 (mod 6) then ‘∈(F) for all ‘≡ (v + 1)=2 (mod 2) with
(v+ 9)=66‘6(v+ 1)=2.
Proof. Write v=6t + 3; t¿3. There exists a 3-GDD of type 6t 21 for every t¿3 by
Lemma 20. Placing a TD(3; 2) on s groups of size 6 gives a 3-GDD of type 6t−s 23s+1,
use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16 to obtain t + 2s+ 2∈(F) for all 06s6t, the result
follows by noting that (v+ 1)=2=3t + 2 and t + 2= (v+ 9)=6.
Lemma 25. If v¿27; v≡ 3 (mod 6) then ‘∈(F) for all ‘≡ (v − 1)=2 (mod 2) with
(v+ 3)=66‘6(v− 5)=2.
Proof. Write v=6t+3; t¿4. There exists a 3-GDD of type 6t−1 81 for every t¿4 by
Lemma 20. Placing a TD(3; 2) on s groups of size 6 gives a 3-GDD of
type 6t−s−1 81 23s, use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16 to obtain t + 2s + 1∈(F) for
all 06s6t − 1, the result follows by noting that (v − 5)=2=3t − 1 and t + 1=
(v− 5)=6.
We may sum up these results in the following theorem, [a; b] denotes the set of
integers from a to b inclusive.
Theorem 26.
• If v≡ 1 (mod 6) then (F)= {2}∪ [4; (v− 3)=2]∪{(v+ 1)=2};
• If v≡ 3 (mod 6) then (F)= {2}∪ [5; (v− 3)=2]∪{(v+ 1)=2}.
with the exceptions (‘; v)∈{(5; 13); (5; 15); (5; 19); (6; 21)}.
Proof. The preceding lemmas cover all cases except when
(‘; v)∈ {(5; 13); (5; 15); (6; 15); (5; 19); (7; 19); (6; 21); (8; 21); (6; 25);
(8; 25); (10; 25)}:
We will denote by E the set of genuine exceptions and (v) to denote the spectrum
(F), where F is a near 1-factor on v points. We will make use of the table of 3-GDDs
for small orders given in [1], this table is reproduced in [2].
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• (5; 13)∈E. By Theorem 16 we require 4 numbers from {2; 6; 8} whose sum is
12, the only possibility is 23 61, but the corresponding 3-GDD does not exist by
Lemma 20.
• (5; 15)∈E. By Theorem 16 we require 4 numbers from {2; 6; 8; 12} whose sum is
14, the only possibility is 23 81, but the corresponding 3-GDD does not exist by
Lemma 20.
• 6∈(15). Use a 3-GDD of type 24 61 from Lemma 20 in Theorem 16.
• (5; 19)∈E. In [1] it is shown that the necessary 3-GDD on 18 points with 4 groups
does not exist.
• 7∈(19). Use a 3-GDD of type 25 81 from Lemma 20 in Theorem 16.
• (6; 21)∈E. In [1] it is shown that the necessary 3-GDD on 20 points with 5 groups
does not exist.
• 8∈(21). Use a 3-GDD of type 26 81 from Lemma 20 in Theorem 16.
• 6∈(25). A 3-GDD of type 81 62 22 is given in [1], use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16.
• 8∈(25). Place a TD(3; 2) on a group of size 6 of the 3-GDD of type 81 62 22
given in [1] to obtain a 3-GDD of type 81 61 25, use this 3-GDD in Theorem 16.
• 10∈(25). Use a 3-GDD of type 28 81 from Lemma 20 in Theorem 16.
4. The spectrum of a 2-factor
We now consider the case of a 2-factor, which we denote by 2F =(V; E), set v= |V |.
If we wish to ‘ colour a 2-factor, 2F , then by Theorem 6 we must be able to decompose
2F into G1; : : : ; G‘, with Gi =(Vi; Ei), each of which will be 2-factors themselves.
Theorem 6 also requires a PTS(|Vi|; Ei) for each i. In [6] Colbourn and Rosa show the
following.
Lemma 27 (Colbourn and Rosa [6]). A PTS(v; E), where E is a 2-factor, exists if
and only if v≡ 3 (mod 6) with the exception of the case where |V |=9 and E is the
disjoint union of a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle.
Thus |Vi| ≡ 3 (mod 6) for each i. In particular, each Gi must contain an odd number
of odd cycles, so if ‘∈(2F) then the 2-factor contains at least ‘ odd cycles. v must
be a sum of ‘ numbers ≡ 3 (mod 6), but v≡ 3 (mod 6), so ‘ must be odd.
Theorem 28. If ‘∈(2F) then:
(1) ‘ is odd;
(2) 2F contains at least ‘ odd cycles;
(3) 36‘6v=3.
Proof. It remains to show that 36‘6v=3. Clearly ‘¿3, since it is odd and greater
than 1. At the other end 2F can consist of at most v=3 3-cycles.
Theorem 29. v=3∈(2F) if and only if 2F is a collection of 3-cycles.
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Proof. That 2F is a collection of 3-cycles is clearly necessary by Theorem 6. We
must show that there is an STS(v) whose bicolour graph is a 2-factor of triangles
and that there are v=3 colours used. We begin with an STS(v); (V;B), which has a
parallel class P, these are well known to exist for v≡ 3 (mod 6) [5]. We introduce
a colouring c on V so that the vertices of each triple of P have the same colour,
i.e. c(x)= c(y)= c(z)⇔{x; y; z}∈P. We now invoke Tierlink’s theorem [12] to show
there is an isomorphic STS(v); (V;B′), on the same point set whose blocks are disjoint
from the given one. Consider {x; y; z}∈P; c(x)= c(y)= c(z), the pair x; y∈V appears
in a block of the form {x; y; z′}∈B′; z 	= z′, thus c(z′) 	= c(x)= c(y) and the edge xy
is bicoloured. Further, the edges contained in blocks of P are the only bicoloured
edges.
Suppose that we have a 2-factor 2F which can be decomposed into components
G1 = (V1; E1); : : : ; G‘=(V‘; E‘). We de1ne the following 3-colouring on the edges of
2F . For each component Gi choose a special element, ∞i, from an odd cycle. Suppose
the cycle near ∞i is a b∞i c, colour ab with colour 0; b∞i with colour 1 and ∞ic
with colour 2.
For each odd cycle which does not contain ∞i, colour one edge 0 and colour the two
adjacent edges 1 and 2. Let ni = the number of 0 edges in Gi, and n= maxi{ni}; n is
the largest number of odd cycles in a component. For each Gi start colouring uncoloured
edges 0 1 0 2, around the cycles, until the number of 0 edges in Gi is n, note that the
number of missing 0 edges must be even. Colour the remaining edges by alternating
the colours 1, 2 around the cycle, if the cycle already has labelled edges, then start
with 1 or 2 so that no two adjacent edges have the same colour.
It is easy to see that this colouring satis1es the following properties:
(1) No two adjacent edges have the same colour.
(2) Every odd cycle has at least one edge with colour 0.
(3) Each Gi has the same number of edges with each colour, there are n edges with
colour 0.
(4) Every 0 edge appears in a sequence of edges coloured 1 0 2.
We call such a colouring a Pn colouring. where n is the maximum number of odd
cycles in a component as above. A collection of cycles G1; : : : ; G‘ has a Pn colouring
whenever each Gi has at least n disjoint edges.
Theorem 30. Suppose 2F =(V; E) is a 2-factor which is decomposable into compo-
nents G1; : : : ; G‘ of equal size, g≡ 3 (mod 6). If ‘≡ 3 (mod 6) and none of the com-
ponents Gi consists of a 4-cycle and a 5-cycle on 9 points then ‘∈(2F).
Proof. We 1rst note that there exists a transversal design TD(3; n) with a parallel class
for every n [2], this is equivalent to a Latin square with a transversal. We start with an
STS(‘); (Z‘;B), with a parallel class P. We create a 3-GDD of type ((g− 1)=2)‘ by
applying Wilson’s Fundamental GDD construction, expanding each point by (g− 1)=2
and placing a transversal design TD(3; (g− 1)=2); (Z(g−1)=2;C), with a parallel class,
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R, on each of the expanded triples. Let the block set of the resulting 3-GDD be D,
we will denote points in this design by xi, where i∈Z‘; x∈Z(g−1)=2.
We note that 2F has a Pn colouring for some n with 16n6|V |=3. Remove all
the ∞i from 2F and de1ne the following contraction on 2F\{∞i}. For each edge
coloured 0 contract it, we will refer to the contracted point as being coloured 0. For
each component Gi de1ne a matching on the points of Gi not incident with a 0 coloured
edge and contract on these edges. Call the contraction of the component Gi; G′i .
We place the component G′i of this graph on the ith group of the 3-GDD above,
such a placement may be considered as a collection of mappings from Vi to Z(g−1)=2.
Let T= {{xi; yj; zk}∈D | {i; j; k}∈P and {x; y; z}∈R}, T forms a resolution of the
GDD.
We 1rst consider the contraction of points which where adjacent to ∞i along the
edge coloured 1 in 2F , denote these points by #i for each Gi. We note that all of these
points are 0 coloured. Pick a block {a; b; c}∈R, the collection of blocks {ai; bj; ck}∈D
with {i; j; k}∈P is a resolution of the groups of the GDD. For each such block map
#i→ a; #j→ b; #k→ c. This ensures that the contraction of points adjacent to ∞i along
the edge coloured 1 occur together in T.
Now, for each component G′i and each unmapped 0 coloured point, # in G
′
i map
#→ ai where ai is an unused point in the corresponding group of the GDD. Consider
the block {ai; yj; zk}∈T, choose unused 0 coloured points, $∈Gj and %∈Gk and map
$→yj and %→ zk . Thus a point xi has colour 0 if and only if {xi; yj; zk}∈T has y
and z coloured 0 as well, we call such a block 0 coloured. We map the remaining
points of each component arbitrarily.
Next we expand the 3-GDD, giving every point weight two and add the points ∞i,
thus recovering the original 2-factor. Consider a block B= {xi; yj; zk}∈D, we have
{i; j; k}∈B and {x; y; z}∈C. On the expanded blocks with {x; y; z}∈C\R we place
a TD(3; 2). On the expanded blocks with {x; y; z}∈R and {i; j; k} =∈P we place a
TD(3; 3) on the points B×{0; 1}∪ {∞i ;∞j;∞k} in such a way that {∞i ;∞j;∞k} is
a block. On the expanded blocks with {x; y; z}∈R; {i; j; k}∈P and {x; y; z} is not a
0 coloured block we place a TD(3; 2) on the expansion of each point.
In the following the idea is that for each {i; j; k}∈P the edges xy from 2F in
the component Gi appear with ∞k if they are coloured 1 and with ∞j if they are
coloured 2, the 0 edges provide the twist needed to complete the odd cycles. We
will assume an ordering on Z‘ and order the points of each block {i; j; k}∈P with
i¡j¡k, this is purely for notational convenience as the blocks given below must be
placed consistently.
On the expansion of the 0 coloured blocks with {x; y; z}∈R, {i; j; k}∈P(xi; 0)(xi; 1);
(yj; 0)(yj; 1) and (zk ; 0); (zk ; 1) are 0 coloured edges in 2F . We label so that the points
B×{0} are incident with an edge of colour 2 and the points B×{1} are incident with
an edge of colour 1. We place the following triples
{(xi; 0); (xi; 1); (yj; 0)}; {(yj; 0); (yj; 1); (zk ; 0)}; {(xi; 0); (zk ; 0); (zk ; 1)};
{(xi; 0); (yj; 1);∞k}; {(yj; 0); (zk ; 1);∞i}; {(xi; 1); (zk ; 0);∞j};
{(xi; 1); (yj; 1); (zk ; 1)}:
(1)
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Fig. 1. The placement of 1, 2 edges on group i.
To deal with the non 0 coloured edges for each {i; j; k}∈P, de1ne a matching
between the edges coloured 1 in Gi and the edges coloured 1 in Gj, similarly de1ne
a matching between the edges coloured 1 in Gi and the edges coloured 1 in Gk .
Thus given an edge (xi; n)(yi; m) in Gi; n; m∈{0; 1}, coloured 1 and {i; j; k}∈P we
have associated edges (x′j; n
′)(y′j ; m
′) in Gj and (x′′k ; n
′′)(y′′k ; m
′′) in Gk which are also
coloured 1, it does not matter which component we start with. We de1ne a similar
matching for the edges coloured 2.
For each component Gt we have a unique block in P containing t; {i; j; k}, so t is
one of i; j or k. For each edge (xi; n)(yi; m) coloured 1 in Gi we have the associated
edges (x′j; n
′)(y′j ; m
′) in Gj and (x′′k ; n
′′)(y′′k ; m
′′) in Gk also coloured 1. Add the triples
{(xi; n); (yi; m);∞k}; {(x′j; n′); (y′j ; m′);∞i}; {(x′′k ; n′′); (y′′k ; m′′);∞j}: (2)
Similarly, For each edge (xi; n)(yi; m) coloured 2 in Gi we have the associated edges
(x′j; n
′)(y′j ; m
′) in Gj and (x′′k ; n
′′)(y′′k ; m
′′) in Gk also coloured 2. Add the triples
{(xi; n); (yi; m);∞j}; {(x′j; n′); (y′j ; m′);∞k}; {(x′′k ; n′′); (y′′k ; m′′);∞i}: (3)
For the edges adjacent to ∞i in Gi we proceed as follows (Fig. 1). Consider the
edges coloured 1 adjacent to ∞i, we have arranged things so that these are the edges
(xi; 1)∞i ; (yj; 1)∞j, (zk ; 1)∞k for some x; y; z and {(xi; 1); (yj; 1); (zk ; 1)} is a block,
we remove this block and add the triples
{(xi; 1); (yj; 1);∞i}; {(yj; 1); (zk ; 1);∞j}; {(xi; 1); (zk ; 1);∞k}: (4)
For the edges coloured 2, suppose these are the edges (x; n)i∞i ; (yj; m)∞j; (zk ; p)∞k ,
we add the triples
{(xi; n);∞i ;∞j}; {(yj; m);∞j;∞k}; {(zk ; p);∞i ;∞k}: (5)
We now check that the result is the required object. First consider a pair of points
of the form (xi; n)(yj; m); n; m∈{0; 1}. Suppose that the pair xiyj appears in the block
B= {xi; yj; zk}∈D. If {x; y; z}∈C\R, or {x; y; z}∈R and {i; j; k}∈P but B is not a 0
coloured block, then this pair will appear in the TD(3; 2) on B×{0; 1}. If {x; y; z}∈R
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Fig. 2. The placement of 1, 0, 2 edges on group i.
but {i; j; k} =∈P then this pair will appear in the TD(3; 3) on B×{0; 1}∪ {∞i ;∞j;∞k}.
This also covers edges of the form ∞i∞j with {i; j; k} =∈P, since {∞i ;∞j;∞k} is
a block. The edges of the form ∞i∞j; {i; j; k}∈P, appear in the blocks (5). If
{x; y; z}∈R and {i; j; k}∈P and B is a 0 coloured block then the pair (xi; n)(yj; m)
will appear in one of the triples from (1), unless (xi; n) and (yj; m) are adjacent to ∞
along an edge coloured 1. In this case n=m=1, the block containing (xi; 1)(yj; 1) is
removed and these edges are covered in the blocks (4) (Fig. 2).
This leaves the edges of the form (xi; n)∞j and (xi; n)(yi; m)∈ 2F; n; m∈{0; 1}.
Given a point (xi; n), suppose that i appears in the block {i; j; k}∈P, we consider the
case where i¡j¡k, the cases j¡i¡k and j; k¡i are similar. Consider the edges of
2F incident on (xi; n); (xi; n)(yi; m) and (xi; n)(zi; p) say.
First suppose that none of the edges incident on (xi; n) has colour 0, we may then
assume that (xi; n)(yi; m) has colour 1 and (xi; n)(zi; p) has colour 2 and so (xi; n)
appears in the blocks {(xi; n); (yi; m);∞k} and {(xi; n); (zi; p);∞j} covering the edges
of the form (xi; n)∞j and the edges of 2F .
If one of the edges of 2F incident with (xi; n) has colour 0, then we must have a
sequence of edges coloured 1 0 2. We consider the case where (xi; n) is incident with the
edge of colour 2, the case where (xi; n) is incident with the edge of colour 1 is similar.
We have (ai; q)(yi; m)(xi; n)(zi; p), where (ai; q)(yi; m) has colour 1, (yi; m)(xi; n) has
colour 0 and (xi; n)(zi; p) has colour 2, further we have that m=1 and n=0. The 0
edge (xi; 0)(yi; 1) from 2F and the edge (xi; 0)∞k appear in the triples from (1), the
edge (xi; 0)∞k appears in the block {(xi; n); (zi; p);∞j} from (3).
Finally, we consider the cycle edges incident on ∞i. Suppose the cycle near ∞i is
(xi; 1)∞i(yi; n)(zi; m), where (xi; 1)∞i has colour 1, so xi is a 0 coloured point, and
∞i(yi; n) has colour 2. The edges of the form (xi; 1)∞j appear in the blocks (1). The
edges of the form (xi; 1)∞k and the cycle edge (xi; 1)∞i appear in the blocks (4). The
edges of the form (yi; n)∞j and the cycle edge (yi; n)∞i appear in the blocks (5). If
the cycle edge (yi; n)(zi; m) has colour 0 then y= z; n=0; m=1 and the edge of the
form (yi; 0)∞k appears in the blocks (1). If the cycle edge (yi; n)(zi; m) has colour 1
then edge of the form (yi; n)∞k appears in the blocks (2).
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We give the following simple example, where 2F consists of three of 3-cycles
on 9 points. In this case B\P= ∅ and C\R= ∅, but the parts of the construction
relating to these are fairly standard. The example does show how the edges of 2F are
covered.
Example 31. 3∈(2F), where 2F = three 3-cycles on 9 points.
In this case ‘= g=3 and (g−1)=2=1, so the TD(3; (g−1)=2) is {0; 0; 0}, which is
also R. The STS is also the trivial design {0; 1; 2}, which is also P. Thus D consists
of the single block B= {00; 01; 02}.
We take 2F to consist of the cycles a b c; d e f and g h i. Take a; d and g to be
∞0;∞1 and ∞2, respectively. The resulting Pn colouring is given below.
We remove the ∞i and contract along the 0 edges. This leaves the points #=(ab);
$=(ef) and %=(hi) in Components G′1; G
′
2 and G
′
3, respectively. We map #→ 00,
giving $→ 01; %→ 02, so {00; 01; 02} is a 0 coloured block.
We now expand, recovering the original graph. Since B is a zero coloured block
we associate the points incident with edges coloured 2; b; e and h, with (00; 0); (01; 0);
(02; 0), respectively. Similarly we associate the points incident with edges coloured 1;
c, f and i with (00; 1); (01; 1) and (02; 1), respectively. We now place the blocks
from (1)
{(00; 0); (00; 1); (01; 0)}; {(01; 0); (01; 1); (02; 0)}; {(00; 0); (02; 0); (02; 1)};
{(00; 0); (01; 1);∞2}; {(01; 0); (02; 1);∞0}; {(00; 1); (02; 0);∞1}:
We have not placed the block {(00; 1); (01; 1); (02; 1)} as it is adjacent to the ∞i along
an edge coloured 1. Instead we add triples in accordance with (4).
{(00; 1); (02; 1);∞0}; {(00; 1); (01; 1);∞1}; {(01; 1); (02; 1);∞2}:
Finally we deal with the edge coloured 2 adjacent to the ∞i according to (5).
{(00; 0);∞0;∞2}; {(01; 0);∞0;∞1}; {(02; 0);∞1∞2}:
The PTS(3; Ei) are trivial, so the above 12 blocks form an STS(9) which, with colour
classes V1 = {∞0; (00; 0); (00; 1)}, V2 = {∞1; (01; 0); (01; 1)}; V3 = {∞2; (02; 0); (02; 1)},
yields the bicolour graph given.
We now specialize to the case with three colours.
Theorem 32. Given a 2-factor 2F; 3∈(2F) if and only if 2F is decomposable into
3 disconnected components, each containing v=3 points, where v= |V | and none of
these components consists of a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle.
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Proof. SuNciency follows from the existence of a 3-GDD of type g3 (a TD(3; g)) for
every g≡ 3 (mod 6) and Theorem 30. That 2F is decomposable into 3 disconnected
components is clearly necessary by Theorem 6 and Lemma 27 excludes the case where
any component consists of a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle. It remains to show that the three
components must all be of equal size.
Suppose we have a three colouring of an STS(v) with bicolour graph 2F , components
G1; G2; G3 of sizes g1; g2; g3, respectively with g2 	= g3;. Every point appears in
exactly 2 bichromatic triples and a point in component Gi must appear in (gj + gk)=
2 − 2; i 	= j; k polychromatic triples. But since there are only 3 components every
polychromatic triple must intersect each component. Thus g1 + g2 = g1 + g3 = g2 + g3
and so g1 = g2 = g3:
Corollary 33. bi(2F)¿3, with equality if and only if 2F is decomposable into 3
disconnected components, each containing v=3 points, where v= |V | and none of these
components consists of a 5-cycle and a 4-cycle.
5. The spectrum of a near 2-factor
We now consider the case of a near 2-factor, which we denote by N2F =(V; E),
set v= |V |. We will denote the independent point in N2F by ∞, and the colour class
containing ∞ by V∞. We denote the other colour classes by Vi and set vi = |Vi| for
each i. If we wish to ‘ colour a near 2-factor, N2F , then by Theorem 6 we must
be able to decompose N2F into components G1; : : : ; G‘−1; G∞, with Gi =(Vi; Ei) and
G∞=(V∞; E∞). G∞ will be a near 2-factor and each of the Gi will be 2-factors
themselves. The conditions for the existence of the PTS(|Vi|; Ei) required by Theorem 6
is given in Lemma 27. For the monochromatic triples on G∞ Colbourn and Rosa show
the following.
Lemma 34 (Colbourn and Rosa [6]). A PTS(v; E), where E is a near 2-factor, exists
if and only if v≡ 1 (mod 6) with the exception of the case where |V |=7 and E is
two 3-cycles.
Thus |Gi| ≡ 3 (mod 6) for each i, and |G∞| ≡ 1 (mod 6). The situation is thus similar
to the case of a 2-factor, each Gi and G∞ must contain an odd number of odd cycles,
so if ‘∈(2F) then the near 2-factor contains at least ‘ odd cycles. v must be a sum
of ‘ − 1 numbers ≡ 3 (mod 6) and one ≡ 1 (mod 6), so v≡ 1 (mod 6), and ‘ must be
odd.
Theorem 35. If ‘∈(N2F) then:
(1) ‘ is odd;
(2) N2F contains at least ‘ odd cycles;
(3) 36‘6(v+ 2)=3.
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Proof. It remains to show that 36‘6(v + 2)=3. Clearly ‘¿3, since it is odd and
greater than 1. At the other end 2F can consist of at most (v− 1)=3 3-cycles and the
independent point ∞.
Theorem 36. If 3∈(N2F) then |V∞|=1 if and only if v=7.
Proof. Suppose we have a three colouring of an STS(v) with bicolour graph a near
2-factor and |V∞|=1. Any polychromatic triple is incident with all three colour classes
and hence each point x∈V1 is in at most 1 polychromatic triple, with ∞. x is also in
exactly 2 bichromatic triples, this gives 4 points external to V1, one of which is ∞, so
|V2|=3. A similar argument for x∈V2 gives |V1|=3, thus v=7.
We present a 3 colouring of an STS(7) with bicolour graph a near 2-factor. Let
the point set be Z3×{0; 1}∪∞ with colour classes ∞; Z3×{0} and Z3×{1}. The
blocks are given below.
{∞; (0; 0); (0; 1)}; {∞; (1; 0); (2; 0)}; {∞; (1; 1); (2; 1)}
{(0; 0); (1; 0); (2; 1)}; {(0; 0); (2; 0); (1; 1)};
{(1; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1)}; {(2; 0); (0; 0); (2; 1)}:
The following example shows that the condition |V∞|=1 is necessary.
Example 37. A three colouring of an STS(13) with |V∞| 	=1.
We use the STS(13) obtained by developing the base blocks
{0; 1; 4} {0; 2; 8} (mod 13):
The point 0 plays the role of ∞.
V1 = {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 8; 12};
V2 = {5; 10; 11};
V3 = {6; 7; 9}:
0 is an independent point, 1 2 3 8 4 12 form a 6-cycle, 5 10 11 and 6 7 9 are 3-cycles in
the bicolour graph.
The following Theorem shows that the condition ‘=3 is necessary.
Theorem 38. Given any STS(v); (V;B), there is a (v + 2)=3 colouring of V which
produces the bicolour graph consisting of an independent point and a collection of
3-cycles, further |V∞|=1.
Proof. Choose any point in the STS(v) as the independent point ∞ and give it colour
(v + 2)=3. Choose (v − 1)=3 triples of the form {∞; xi; yi}, 16i6(v − 1)=3, colour
xi; yi with colour i. For the remaining (v − 1)=3 points zi; 16i6(v − 1)=3, colour zi
with colour i.
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We can also show that given any N2F which consists of a collection of 3-cycles
(v+ 2)=3∈(N2F), analogously to Theorem 29.
Theorem 39. (v+2)=3∈(N2F) if and only if N2F\{∞} is a collection of 3-cycles.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 29, the only modi-
1cation is that the parallel class P is now a near parallel class, missing the point ∞.
STS(v) with v≡ 1 (mod 6) containing a near parallel class are known to exist [5].
6. Embedding into familiar families of graphs
Up to this point we have considered graphs with relatively few edges, ∅; F; 2F; N2F ,
we now turn our attention to the other end of the spectrum. By Theorem 6, a colouring
which contains no monochromatic triples, and so corresponds to the standard notion
of weak colouring, produces the bicolour graph
GV˜ =
‘⋃
i=1
KVi :
We now consider graphs of the form GV˜\G, where G is one of the graphs above.
In this section we provide some tools useful for the solution of graphs of this form.
Some graphs for which we believe these techniques might prove useful are
• GV˜\{a matching},
• GV˜\{a near one-factor},
• GV˜\{a partial parallel class of triangles},
• GV˜\{a 2-factor of triangles},
we will concentrate on the case GV˜\{a 2-factor of triangles}.
Theorem 40. Given a graph G=(V; E), with v= |V |, if ‘∈(G) then ‘+ 1∈(G ∪
Kv+1).
Proof. Let (V;B) be an STS(v) with bicolour graph G using ‘ colours. Let (W;C) be
an STS(2v+ 1) containing a subsystem of order v, these are well known to exist [5].
Let (V;D) be the subsystem, V ⊆W and D⊆C. Counting shows that all the triples
in C\D must all have one point in V and two points not in V . Take the system
(W; (C\D)∪B), colour all points in W\V , with colour ‘ + 1.
Lemma 41. Given a graph G=(V; E), with |V |=3w≡ 3 (mod 6), if ‘∈(G) then
‘ + 1∈(G ∪ (K3w+3\{a 2-factor of w + 1 triangles})).
Proof. Let (V;B) be an STS(3w) with bicolour graph G using ‘ colours. By the theo-
rem of Stern and Lenz [11], KZ 3w+3 can be factored into the 2-factor C= {{i; i+w+1; i+
2(w+1)}; i=0; 1; : : : ; w} and 3w one-factors {Fx; x∈V}. Set D= {{x; u; v} | {u; v}∈
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Fx}. Take the STS(6w+3); (V ∪Z3w+3;B∪C∪D), colour all points in Z3w+3, with
colour ‘ + 1.
Theorem 42. If D=GV˜\{2-factor of w triangles}, |V |=3w, and ‘∈(D) then ‘ +
1∈(G ]V ∪K3w+3\{2-factor of 2w + 1 triangles}).
Proof. Take G=GV˜\{2-factor of w triangles} in the previous Lemma.
Given a collection of triples B on a point set V we de1ne GB=(V; E) by xy∈E⇔ x;
y∈B∈B, so GB is the graph of edges covered by B.
Lemma 43. If there is an STS(w); (W;B), then there is an STS(3w) which can
be 3 coloured to produce the bicolour graph GV˜\GC×Z 3 for every C⊆B, where
V =W ×Z3.
Proof. We use the modi1ed Bose construction of Lindner [7]. We begin with Bose
construction using the quasigroup of the STS(w).
B′= {{x0; x1; x2} | x∈W}∪ {{xi; yi; zi+1; } | i∈Z3; {x; y; z}∈B}:
Colouring xi ∈V with colour i produces the bicolour graph GV˜ .
Each block {x; y; z}∈B produces the triples
{x0; y0; z1} {x1; y1; z2} {x2; y2; z0};
{x0; z0; y1} {x1; z1; y2} {x2; z2; y0};
{z0; y0; x1} {z1; y1; x2} {z2; y2; x0}:
Each of these triples produces a bicoloured edge in the bicolour graph, collectively
they supply the three 3-cycles xi yi zi; i∈Z3. For each {x; y; z}∈C we replace these
by the triples
{x0; y0; z0} {x0; y1; z2} {x0; y2; z1};
{x1; z1; y1} {x2; z1; y0} {x1; z2; y0};
{z2; y2; x2} {z0; y2; x1} {z0; y1; x2}:
None of these triples produce bicoloured edges.
We can use this Lemma to remove 3-cycles from GV˜ at will. If C contains many
triples of B, then the resulting bicolour graph will not be very dense, indeed this
Lemma can be used to provide an alternate proof of Corollary 33. By taking a resolv-
able STS(v) we can remove as many 2-factors of triangles as we wish. We use this
result to consider GV˜\{a 2-factor of triangles}.
Theorem 44. If v≡ 9 (mod 18), then there is a STS(v) with GV˜\{a 2-factor of trian-
gles} as its bicolour graph and using three colours.
Proof. Take an STS(w) with a parallel class as C in the previous Lemma.
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Theorem 45. If v=9(2t+1)2n+3(2n−1) then n+3∈(GV˜\{a 2-factor of triangles}),
for every n¿0 and t¿0.
Proof. For n=0, use v=9(2t + 1) in Theorem 44 to obtain 3∈(GV˜\{a 2-factor of
triangles}). We now iterate with Theorem 42 n times to obtain the result.
Corollary 46. If v=9(2t + 1)22n + 3(22n − 1) then {3; 5; 7; : : : ; 2n + 3}∈(GV˜\{a
2-factor of triangles}), for every n¿0 and t¿0.
Proof. Note that for every 06m6n; w=9(2t+1)22m+3(22m−1)≡ 9 (mod 18) and so
by Theorem 44, 3∈(GW˜\{a 2-factor of triangles}), where |W |=w. We now apply
Theorem 45 to obtain 2(n− m) + 3∈(GV˜\{a 2-factor of triangles}).
Corollary 47. If v=9(2t+1)22n+1 + 3(22n+1− 1) then {4; 6; 8; : : : ; 2n+4}∈(GV˜\{a
2-factor of triangles}), for every n¿0 and t¿0.
Proof. Use each of the colourings from the previous Corollary in Theorem 42.
7. Conclusion
The idea of bicolour graphs is a new and interesting way of classifying colourings
of triple systems. As a 1rst step, we have considered the spectrum of various possible
bicolour graphs. Theorem 26 completely determines the spectrum for 1-factors. Theo-
rem 30 makes a signi1cant start on the case of a 2-factor. We have also considered
independent graphs and near 2 factors, as well as graphs which are in some sense com-
plementary to these graphs. There seems to be many interesting (and hard) problems
to be solved in future work.
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